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Giving the gift of
software always a
good idea for gamers

M

y first video game console was a Nintendo
Entertainment System.
Many of our readers
have read that I got it as a Christmas
gift in 1988 and had to share it with
my older brother. What readers don’t
know is that most of my games
were first given to me as a gift as
well.
It used to be, in our household at
least, that I got games twice a year:
Christmas and my birthday. Because
they are almost exactly six months
apart, I usually prepared a list to
give to my parents of four titles that
I wanted.
More often than not, that list was
narrowed to two.
As I got older and able to afford
games on my own, I bought them
myself at various points during the
year but sometimes I would still receive them as gifts. Out of the nearly
200 games that I own for all of my
systems, probably 50 I actually purchased.
The gifts have come from variety
of family members: my mom, dad,
brother, husband.
Even best friends: GI contributor
Marcus Barnes has gifted me with
several classics that I hold near and
dear.
My original collection of NES and
Super NES games were handpicked
out and some of my Nintendo 64
games were gifted as well.
If you know the gamer you are
buying for, buying games you know
they’re looking for or liked to play is
a smart idea. Though some folks’
tastes change from year to year, you
can’t go wrong with buying a good
title, wrapping it up and giving it as
a present.
Some gamer somewhere will thank
you for taking the buying process
out of their hands.
Tips to consider when shopping for
gifts for gamers:
1. Is it a series they are known to
like? If they like multiple games
from a certain franchise, chances are
they will like the game you’re looking at. But, please ask before you
buy because some series are notorious for dropping off in quality in
later additions (looking at you, Tomb
Raider and Twisted Metal 3&4);
2. Did the gamer give you a list to
refer to? If they did, stick with that.
Make sure it’s written out clearly
because there is nothing more embarrassing than going into a game
store and asking for Mario 3 on the
Genesis. Please do your homework
ahead of time; and
3. Will toys suffice? If the gamer
in question enjoys collectibles, it’s
OK to buy a toy with said game. It’s
not OK to buy a collectible in place
of a highly anticipated game. Never
is that OK. Again, it’s like buying a
Mario-themed DS carrying case
when the gamer really just wants
Super Smash Bros. That is not cool
at any time.
Learning how to gift games correctly will help anyone come
home with the right present every
time for that special gamer in their
life.
Lyndsey Mosley is editor of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached by e-mail
at editor@gaminginsurrection.com.
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The second quarter of 2009 brings the end of our
video game music feature. For now, we’re saying goodbye to our series on the best tunes in the industry.
GI contributor Jamie Mosley relates his escapades
with Halo and XBox Live. We also take a look at two of
GI’s favorite retro titles: Crazy Taxi and The Addams
Family: Pugsley’s Scavenger Hunt.
Visit the multimedia section of our Web site to
download extras and watch videos from this quarter.
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From the Dungeon
James T. L. Mosley

Villains are essential
element to D&D game
flow, management

V

illains.
They are an important part
of a campaign. Villains
push the heroes to improve
themselves and the storyline ahead.
They can even help save the world …
only because they want to rule it themselves. I know that not every villain is
evil, but to me an evil villain is so
much more fun. I mean, wanton destruction, intriguing plots, stealing
souls — who wouldn’t want to play
these guys or gals?
Let’s keep these villains alive and
close in every campaign.
How do you keep the villains close?
You could use the “wolf in sheep’s
clothing” ploy. Although, if use it too
much and the heroes will stop trusting
anyone they meet. No trust equals hard
times for the dungeon master. Effects
of the scheme could lead to paladins
destroying anyone they deem evil. Heroes will follow the mission to the letter and not venturing outside of the
box. The heroes may not talk to any
PCs you have in place. If they do, they
may not trust what they have to say.
Therein lies the problem with the
“wolf in sheep’s clothing.” The more
you use it, the less likely you will keep
a gaming group. We wouldn’t want
that now, would we?
I suggest letting one of the PCs play
an evil character. A player in your
group that is evil can lead to the most
memorable games ever.
The heroes can still save the day,
even the multiverse.
The rogue, which is what I will call
the villain PC character from now on,
can even help the heroes in their task.
Why? The hero business can be very
lucrative. Every villain needs funds of
some kind to help them achieve their
goals.
Everywhere the group goes they are
either greeted with rewards or death
threats. Either way, the rogue will receive a benefit. If the heroes are rewarded, the rogue will expect their fair
share. If the champions receive death
threats, the rogue is rewarded with
knowledge that they are part of group
that is getting a “street rep.” The heroes will be known across the multiverse as “Bringers of Tranquility.”
People in need for tranquility are usually will to pay top dollar to receive it.
Hence, the rogue receives their share
of the reward for helping out.
Why stop there? Instead of one
rogue, why not the whole group? Let
the PCs come up with their most devious plans. Maybe they want to destroy
a kingdom that irritated them because
of their laws. Possibly they want to
destroy a certain race because they
believe that the entire race is evil. Perhaps these rogues want to wield the
power of the gods for themselves.
These are just a few examples.
Remember, the plans only have to
make sense to the rogues. The dungeon
master’s job is to try creating a group
of “champions” to stop the rogues
from achieving their crucial objective.
When I run a game, I more often than
not allow the players any alignment
they want. It has never caused a problem in my group. In fact, they enjoy
the freedom. In the end, isn’t that what
everyone desires? More liberty in their
gaming session.
Jamie Mosley is a quarterly contributor to
Gaming Insurrection. He can be reached by e-mail
at fromthedungeon@gaminginsurrection.com.
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W

hen
Metroid
hit the
scene in
1986, there weren’t
many like Samus Aran
and the eponymous jellyfish-like creatures. No
game had a lead female
protagonist who could
convey such wonder and
exploration as Samus
did in the series’ opening game. With Samus’
introduction, the gaming

world finally realized that
women were strong and
able-bodied creatures that
could carry a game all by
themselves.
What I have come to
learn about Metroid could
fill volumes of an encyclopedia. Super Metroid
was the first game that
really challenged me as a
gamer to think. Simply
think about what I was
doing, plot where I
needed to go, devise a
strategy to survive. It was
through Metroid II that I
learned to appreciate antique exploration. With
Metroid, I learned to appreciate the advances
made in technology.
Metroid as a series isn’t
just some series. Rather,
it’s a look at space and
what happens when someone is forced to survive
on their own with virtually no help. Actually, it’s
a lot like the move Alien.
That being said, the stark-

ness of Metroid’s landscape provides an interesting case study in character design and back
story. With the wonder
and splendor of Samus’
environments comes a
detail unknown before
Metroid. Samus is one of
the first fully fleshed out
characters in gaming history.
With this look at
Metroid, the intention is
to examine Samus’ roots
and the effect she had as a
progressive character.
Samus is the first lady of
gaming. Metroid’s roots
lay in the fact that the
game was so challenging
to start and complete. Its
present and future rely on
that fact as well. With a
long-hinted-at sequel to
Metroid Fusion on hiatus,
now is the time to look at
Samus, where she’s been
and where she can go and
decide if she should go
there. Now is the time to

reflect on all that Samus
has achieved as a character and as a property and
decide her place in annals
of gaming history.
You can look at Samus
and Metroid with a critical eye and see it holds up
under scrutiny. With tight
gameplay and amazing –
and yes, we do mean
amazing in every sense of
the word – music and
atmosphere, Metroid as a
series has provided firstrate experiences to legions of gamers for at
least 20 years. With this
piece we intend to look at
Metroid’s beginnings as
an 8-bit standard establisher for platforms and as
a 16-bit masterpiece. This
is Gaming Insurrection’s
love letter to the character, the woman, the warrior they call Samus Aran.
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Who is Samus Aran?

S

amus is the
child of Virginia
and
Mark Aran
of the K-2L Earth
colony. Samus was
orphaned at the age
of 3 during a Space
Pirate raid on the
colony as the Pi-

Ice Beam – Possibly the most
useful of all Samus’ beams, this
pickup first found in Metroid allows Samus to freeze her enemies. This can create platforms
for her or provide access to otherwise unreachable places. It was the ultimate
beam for Samus in Metroid. It is blue.

rates were in search of
resources. Samus was
rescued by the Chozo
people and taken in to
live on their planet of
Zebes.
Given blood transfusions so that she could
survive in the planet’s

harsh climate and habitat, Samus was trained
and molded into a warrior that could protect
the bird people. Eventually, Samus was
given a power suit specifically designed for
her. The suit functions

Wave Beam – The Wave Beam
is necessary in Metroid but loses
importance in later missions. It
allows Samus to shoot through
walls and other objects with a
shot that arcs in a wavy pattern. It
is distinctively purple.

Reserve tank –
Introduced in Super
Metroid,
Samus can carry
four that hold a
maximum of 100 units each.
When Samus’ main energy tanks
are depleted, her reserve tanks
kick in to refill at max 400 units.

Charge Beam —Samus receives
the Charge Beam in Super Metroid.
With it, she can store a beam attack
for future usage. Note: In the Super
Smash Bros. series, her charge shot
is MUCH larger and takes the place of most of her
beams.
Spazer Beam – The Spazer is present in Metroid. Called the Long
Beam In that game and Spazer in
Super Metroid, the Spazer allows
Samus to shoot three beams in one
shot, widening and lengthening the
standard beam. The Spazer is distinctively yellow.
Plasma Beam – The most powerful beam Samus can acquire, the
Plasma Beam was introduced in
Metroid II. With a distinctive green
color, the Plasma Beam gives
Samus sheer firepower over her
enemies and is the only beam powerful enough to face some enemies
head on. If you run out of missiles and Power
Bombs, using a charged Plasma Beam in conjunction with the Ice Beam might just save your life.

Speed booster – Without the speed
booster, introduced in Super Metroid,
Samus would not be able to do Super
Jumps or run through some areas to
safety. The booster creates afterimages of Samus when activated. These
afterimages can be used to kill smaller
creatures and break some bricks.

as a life support system as well as armament.
Samus set off to
join the Galactic Federation and, after an
unknown time, left the
force to pursue life as
a bounty hunter.
Samus is the mostcalled upon hunter in
the galaxy and frequently brings success to the Federation.
It is this reputation
that compels the Federation to request that
Samus investigate
the activities of the
Space Pirates on Zebes.

Screw attack – Arguably Samus’ most
famous weapon, the
Screw Attack allows
Samus to destroy
enemies as she does a somersault. It was first introduced in
Metroid.
Hi-jump boots – A
useful component to
Samus’ armor, the
boots allow Samus to
jump higher than normal.
Space Jump – Introduced in Metroid II, the
Space
Jump gives
Samus the ability to fly.

Spring Ball – Samus’
acquires this ball form in
Metroid II. It allows
Samus to bounce in ball
form. The Spider Ball
(Metroid II) allows Samus to attach to walls and floors in ball
form.
Varia Suit – Introduced in Metroid,
the Varia Suit reduces damage to
Samus by half and
also allows Samus
to enter Norfair in Super Metroid.
The suit is distinctively orange
and red.
Gravity Suit – Introduced
in
Super
Metroid, the Gravity
Suit negates the affect of water on
Samus, and the suit
reduces damage to Samus by
three-fourths. The suit is distinctively purple.

A bounty hunter’s tools
Grappling Beam –
Introduced in Super
Metroid, the Grappling
Beam allows Samus to
catch on to a distinctpatterned block to swing across
gaps that she could not otherwise
jump. It also is can be used to kill
smaller enemies.

in Metroid II. Samus can hold a
maximum of 255 missiles in
Metroid and 230 in Super Metroid.

Missiles – Samus can find
missile containers scattered across Zebes and
SR388. These containers
add five to Samus’ total in
Metroid and Super Metroid and 10

Bomb – Samus’ most basic weapon and also one
of the first that she will
discover in her journey.
The bomb is set in morph-

Super
Missiles
– A
stronger type of missile,
these were introduced in
Super Metroid. Samus can
hold 55 maximum.

ing ball form and detonated automatically.
Power Bomb – A
souped-up version of
the bomb, Samus discovers these in Super
Metroid.
Morphing Ball – The first
accessory that Samus will
find in the series is the
Morphing Ball. Without it,
Samus cannot start her
mission. The Morphing Ball is necessary for Samus to drop bombs
and advance through crevices.

X-Ray Visor – Introduced in
Super Metroid, the X-Ray
Visor allows Samus to shed
light on hidden areas. It’s
not necessary to complete
the game.
Energy tank – These
are what sustains
Samus in her Power
Suit. When she runs
out of energy, it’s
game over. Energy
tanks hold 100 units, and Samus
can carry eight in Metroid and 14
in Super Metroid.
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The story so far ...
Metroid

S

amus arrived on Zebes, and she immediately set about her
investigation as to what Metroids really were and who was
behind their propagation.
In the course of her exploration, she discovered that
Ridley, a Space Pirate general and also the being in charge of the
K-2L raid that killed her parents, was also in charge of the Metroid
propagation project. Kraid, another Space Pirate associated, was
involved. These two were the tip of the iceberg, however. Samus
discovered that Mother Brain, a defense mechanism for the planet
controlled by the Space Pirates, was the true mastermind of the
plot to use Metroids. Using this knowledge, Samus destroyed
Mother Brain with weaponry and equipment she’d discovered and
escaped the planet as the Space Pirate base exploded.
Super Metroid

F

or a few brief minutes the galaxy was at peace. But shortly
after Samus left the hatchling at Ceres, the Space Pirates
attacked. Led by Ridley, the scientists were slaughtered
and the hatchling stolen. Samus escaped the exploding
station and immediately set course for Zebes.
Landing on Zebes, Samus relived her past battle with Mother
Brain as she journeyed through the hollow-but-mysteriously rebuilt
halls of Crateria. Samus realized that the Space Pirates had restarted their underground operations and had begun a new project
using the Metroids to take over the galaxy. With new weapons in
tow, Samus took on old foes Kraid and Ridley and new foes Phantoon and Draygon. She was now ready to journey to Tourian, the
new lair of Mother Brain.
Reaching Tourian, Samus encountered several hostile Metroids!
How could this be, Samus wondered. She had killed all except
one, and it was then that Samus realized that these Metroids were
cloned from the hatchling. Samus pushed forward until she came
to a room where several creatures had been sucked dry of life.
Touching the carcasses, Samus watched as they turned to dust. As
the husk blew away the largest Metroid she had ever seen approached. The Metroid quickly attacked another enemy that was
focused on Samus, and killed it. It then swooped down upon
Samus. She tried to fight it off but grew weaker and weaker as the
Metroid siphoned her energy. Suddenly, the Metroid seemed to
recognize Samus. Yes, this was the same Metroid hatchling she’d
rescued during the SR388 incident. The Metroid, now of monstrous
room-filling size, realized what it had done. It wavered above
Samus for a few moments and then flew away, seemingly
ashamed.
Samus, slowly recovering from her brush with death, moved forward desperately trying to find the Metroid. She refilled her energy
and missiles and discovered the door leading to Mother Brain!
Samus moved through the rooms, finally reaching Mother Brain.
The brain was surrounded by a glass tank and set up at a dead
end. Reminiscent of her first battle with Mother Brain, Samus used
her missiles to injure the throbbing brain. It seemed to work as the
stand holding the pulsating gray matter shattered. However,
Samus wasn’t done by a long shot.
The brain fell to the floor and for a moment was still. Suddenly,
the brain attached itself to a bi-pedal body and rose. Samus immediately steeled herself for battle. Mother Brain and Samus traded
shots until the brain used a life-draining beam that immediately
blasted Samus against the wall. Not satisfied with merely injuring
Samus, the brain wrenched back ready to blast the bounty hunter
into oblivion. At the last second, the Super Metroid flew in and attacked Mother Brain! The Metroid drained the brain and then
tended to Samus. It restored her life, but as it was doing so, the not
-so-dead Mother stood up! The brain began firing at the Metroid,
which had finished restoring Samus. The Metroid then took its last
swoop at Mother Brain. The brain shot a final time and killed the
Metroid. As it disintegrated, its remains fell about Samus and the
bounty hunter began to glow. Samus was now imbued with the life
of the Metroid; she now had the Hyper Beam!
Using her newfound weapon, Samus began focusing her shots at
the brain. She dodged the desperate being’s shots and countered
with forceful blasts of her own. Finally, the brain fell. Mother Brain
was no more. However, because the brain was tied to the Zebes’
defense system, a self-destruct sequence was set and Samus had
to escape.
As the time ticked down, Samus made her way through the back
rooms of Crateria and up the shaft she had originally taken to start
her journey both times on Zebes. As she was leaving, she thought
back to the friends she’d encountered during her mission, and instinct told her they were nearby. She stopped on the way out of
Crateria and blasted through a room she’d long ago visited in
search of weapons. There, she found the Etecoons and Dachola,
which had taught her important techniques vital to her mission.
Samus blasted a hole for the creatures ensuring that the creatures
made it off the planet, and then made her way to her own ship. She
arrived just in time and escaped the exploding mass.
Samus was free to explore the galaxy and take on new bounty.
The hunter knew that despite the eradication of the Metroid species and the threat of the Space Pirates, the Galactic Federation
would be calling upon her once again to save the galaxy.

Metroid II: The Return of Samus

W

ith Samus’ success on Zebes, the Galactic Federation foresaw the emergence of the Metroid threat.
After sending a team to SR388 – home of the
Metroids – and losing them, the Federation retained
the services of Samus Aran. Because she had dealt with the
Metroid menace before, Samus was sent to eradicate the species. As before, Samus gathered weapons on SR388 to help
with the mission.
After eliminating the smaller Metroids, Samus faced off
against the Queen Metroid. Samus destroyed it and discovered
a Metroid hatchling. Hesitant to kill it, Samus recovered the
creature after it had imprinted her as its mother. Samus took the
hatchling to the Ceres Space Colony so that scientists could
study it for more information on the species … “the last Metroid
was in captivity and the galaxy was at peace.”

Metroid series
timeline
The Metroid games have a definitive timeline that does not follow their
chronological release date. As of 2009, one game follows Super Metroid
in the timeline.
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IN

BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

ymbolism and iconography
play a large part in many
video games from the
1980s. Many companies
invoked mythology in their
titles and based their characters off of existing properties.
Metroid is no stranger to this.
I have always gotten the impression
that Samus’ power suit design was influenced through the “Predator” character of mainstream movies and
through Ellen Ripley of “Alien/Aliens”
lore. Also, as a small child afraid of the
“Alien” movies, when I picked up Super Metroid and began playing
through, I always thought Samus somewhat resembled the alien from the
eponymous movies. Later, after seeing
pictures of the Predator, I realized the
connection. She is, however, far more
cool, in my opinion.
With the evolution of Samus’ design
in the past 20 years, more symbolic
liberties have been taken. Samus, revealed to be female at the end of the
first adventure to those brave enough to

EDITOR’S TAKE
Lyndsey M. Mosley
make it through, was originally designed to be male.
Partially through development of the
game, a designer thought the change
should be made.
At the time of Samus’ creation, there
were few female protagonists. Samus
was the first, the herald of a new era.
While her Power Suit’s design is designed to look male, there is still the
subtle hint of a female beneath it. One
can see it by looking at the contour of
the metal and seeing the intent for
shapely hips and legs.
Also in her suit’s design, Samus has
been modeled to look much like a bird.
Given that the Chozo, a birdlike race in
Metroid lore, created the suit, one
could expect her to mimic birds. Her
graceful movements and sharp features
within the suit do appear birdlike.
The Chozo’s influence can
also be seen in the statues that hold
items upgrades for Samus.
Gamewise, there are several
clues that are scattered across
the first
three games
that Samus
is female.
The first is,
of course, if
you beat Metroid.
Depending on your
ending, you can see
Samus’ true form. Now,
some would say “Just read
the instruction manual.”
However, it wasn’t that
simple. Just by reading
the instruction
manual, you
would
never know
that she was
female.

That’s because Samus was described as
“he” throughout. This was probably
intentional, intended to throw off players and make them work for the good
ending.
The second is in Metroid II. At the
end of the game Samus comes across
the final Metroid, a hatchling that had
been protected by the Metroid Queen.
After Samus has destroyed all of its
brethren, the hatchling is described in
Super Metroid as looking at Samus as
though she were its mother and following Samus like a confused child. That
is the essence of femininity.
The third can be seen in Super
Metroid. Super Metroid is the first in
the series to provide players with a
map. In the course of discovery, the
map changes from blue to pink.
I don’t think that was a coincidence
on the part of the developers, especially
since her suit turns pink in Metroid
once the Varia suit is acquired. That did
not escape this writer’s notice.
The evolution of the Metroid race
also holds a type of symbolism. The
eponymous Metroids resemble jellyfish
with large teeth or claws, depending on
your take. Also, at the end of Super
Metroid – without giving too much
away – the Metroid and Samus’ destinies become intertwined.

Without them, Samus would not live
on. On the other hand, living with them
wasn’t an option, either. It’s this mingling of the two entities that ensures
that the symbolic nature of the name
Metroid lives on despite the final
Metroid’s destruction.
The final symbolic piece of Metroid
is the usage of exploration. Every
Metroid game has included exploration
for Samus to reach her final goals.
“Metroid instinct” - a term coined by
Metroid Database Web site founder TJ
– outright requires bombing and shooting anything that seems suspicious and
could possibly lead to new areas. This
sort of natural instinct is found every
game with the word Metroid in the
title.
In fact, when gamers talk about
Metroid, the first things that come to
mind are good music and the innate
sense to bomb everything in sight as it
may lead to something good more often than not.
One can only help but wonder what
future games in the Metroid series will
hold in terms of symbolism. With hope,
this writer wishes for the series to come
back to its roots on main consoles and
reach back to its 2D brethren in a nod
to its glorious past.
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Did you know?
* Metroid and Kid Icarus are “sister
games.” Both were developed and released in Japan in 1986. Hirokazu
“Hip” Tanaka composed the music for
both games, and both games utilize a
password system in the United
States—the first of its kind. These are
just a few of the similarities that the
games share.
* Metroid is retold with the Game Boy
Advance’s Metroid: Zero Mission. This
retelling includes new bosses and a
mission added at the end.
* The first game in the series to feature
an in-game map is Super Metroid. The
undiscovered areas on the map are
blue; discovered (or visited areas) are
pink.

Metroid ponderings
* If Samus faced the Metroids at the
end of the first game, and she knew
how to defeat them, why weren’t the
teams sent to SR388 informed of the
ways to kill them?
* Was the Mother Brain at the end of
the first game one of many Mother
Brains (you fight a second one at the
end of Super Metroid), or was it the
same Mother Brain from Metroid?
* Where is Mother Brain’s bi-pedal
body in Super Metroid stored? It’s not
immediately visible after you defeat her
glass version, so where did they put it?
* Whose Wrecked Ship is it in Super
Metroid?
* Who created the weapons and left
them for Samus on Zebes and SR388?
* How did Kraid fit into his room in
Super Metroid? We know his appearance has been retconned so that he
did not grow between the three games,
but how did he fit in that room by himself? Likewise, did Ridley teleport into
and out of his chamber?

Editor looks back at impact, influence
of Metroid series on her development

M

etroid is one of
those game series
that come along
that change the way
you think about games. It isn’t
just a pioneer. It isn’t just a game
you can play and be done with
once your finish. It’s one of those
truly life-changing games that
make you question just what it is
you know about playing video
games.
My first exposure to the Metroid
series came when I was 13 years
old. I received Super Metroid as a
gift for Christmas. I had no instruction manual, no guide. All I
had was a cartridge for my Super
Nintendo that had three alreadyplayed files on it.
Suddenly, I was thrust into the
world that is Metroid with a character I’d never heard of to fight
against equally unheard-of villains. I take that back: I had heard
of Mother Brain, albeit many
years before through the Captain
N cartoon I watched when I came
home from school.
Samus was so foreign to me
then. It, rather she as I found out
later, was so unique. My first impression of the character was of
the Predator movies and of Alien.
I wanted to find out more about
her and why she was hunting
these animals called Metroid.
Keep in mind that this was in the
days before the advent of the
Internet, so information was a
little hard to come by without
reading gaming magazines.
Once I started playing, I was
little lost at first but slowly but
surely found my shooting legs.
After about 6 months I could find
my way around the file I’d chosen
to play and I had a “wingwoman.”

EDITOR’S TAKE
Lyndsey M. Mosley

In Samus, I
gained a
positive role
model at a crucial
age. Teenagers and
preteens, especially
girls, need someone or
something positive
and strong in their
lives, and Samus filled
that role for me.

“

”

My wingwoman was a friend who
also loved the character. We
played the game together, with her
pointing out places I needed to go
and walls I needed to bomb. Having that extra set of eyes helped
with a game as large as Super
Metroid.
Sure, it’s linear but it’s still big
enough for two people to navi-

gate. Within a year my wingwoman and I were closing in on
Ridley and Mother Brain. It was
then that I discovered Samus is
female. And it was also at this
time that I decided to name my
first-born daughter after her when
I ever got around to having children. My fascination with the
character finally led us to the end
of the game and the official Nintendo Player’s Guide.
Afterward, we rejoiced in the
fact that we’d beaten a Metroid
game. My best time remains 1:54,
even after 15 years of playing.
My experiences with Super
Metroid led me to try the other
two games (at the time) in the
series.
Having played Super Metroid
and then Super Smash Bros., I
decided I wanted to give the original game a shot.
While it’s not my favorite game,
it was an eye-opener in terms of
showing me how far Samus
and Metroid, as a whole, had
come. Metroid II expanded that
outlook although it, too, is not my
favorite game.
What I have learned from
Metroid has stayed with me for
the majority of my adult life. In
Samus, I gained a positive role
model at a crucial age.
Teenagers and preteens, especially girls, need someone or
something positive and strong in
their lives, and Samus filled that
role for me.
Samus is, for me at least,
the embodiment of what a
strong female character should
be. Other game designers and
companies could learn a lesson
from Samus’ design and concepts:
Strong female characters rule.

Metroid Resources
If you’re looking for information about Samus and her exploits, search of help with your favorite Metroid game, maps,
look no further than the Metroid Database.
music and other media based off everyone’s favorite bounty
Database
Founded in 1996 it is the first and foremost place to visit in
hunter.
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EDITOR’S TAKE
JAMIE MOSLEY

With this ring I bring death:
Editor finds competition
brewing again with Halo 3

I

was never a huge Halo fan. Don’t get me
wrong, I enjoy a first person shooter like
millions of other gamers. I just could not get
into the story mode that much. However, I
was fond of playing the original Halo with
my friends on the original Xbox. Who wouldn’t?
It was a first person shooter that allowed you to test
your mettle against your peers. You could show your
friends that you could get a headshot on a moving
target, and the only thing you would have to fear is the
retribution from your buddies. You could see yourself
becoming deadly with a rocket launcher. You could
hold tournaments to determine who was the very best!
My friends and I would have all-night Halo parties
trying to annihilate each other with rocket launchers
and grenades. We would videotape our games to see
the sheer destruction and mayhem we wreaked. It was
complete chaos on the battlefield.
By the time Halo 2 came out, I was involved in playing old-school games such as Final Fantasy Tactics on
the PSOne, Killer Instinct Gold on the Nintendo 64
and Street Fighter Alpha 3 on the Dreamcast. It’s my
own fault, really. I regretted not joining them.
Because they had Xbox Live, I could see how much
my friends’ skill had improved greatly but my skills
had begun to fade. I didn’t care much because I had so
much going on in my life. I met a wonderful lady and
married her [editor’s note: That would be me]. I moved to
another part of the state and my friends moved to other
parts of the country. We tried to stay in touch, even
had classic gatherings from time to time. We usually
played Dungeons and Dragons, but we would always
talk about our gaming night when I screamed out for
help from Mr. Sulu (of Star Trek lore).
After almost five years, I started having the urge to
destroy red or blue soldiers that ran in front of my
explosive projectiles. Thanks to my beautiful wife, I
received an Xbox 360 and Halo 3 for our wedding
anniversary so that I could join my comrades-in-arms
around the globe. I allied with players from the East to
the West Coast.
However, it wasn’t the same feeling of accomplishment with strangers that you can get with old war buddies. It was then that I joined my longtime allies in the
story mode (thank you Bungie!). The mayhem picked
up where we left off all those years ago. We were all
on the same team yet we were still killing each other
… one buddy trying to get more headshots than everyone else.
I’ve discovered that there is always that one friend
who runs haphazardly into danger, right into friendly
gunfire. Thanks to the Legendary setting, we are
blown up, sniped and splattered by the multiple brutes,
grunts, jackals and “The Flood.” But yet, my war buddies are throwing plasma grenades where there are a
lot of allies and a few grunts. They drive the warthog
right into gunfire trying to destroy as many enemies as
possible. In every encounter they must be the war heroes.
Why?
Every encounter there is a chance that something
remarkable will happen. Thanks to theater mode, we
can save our clips and show each other what we
thought was great. Thanks for bringing back the mayhem Bungie.
We really appreciate it.
Jamie Mosley is a contributor to Gaming Insurrection. He can
be reached by e-mail at gaminginsurrection@gaminginsurrection.com.
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Crazy Taxi was released in 1999 for the arcades and the Sega Dreamcast. It was
one of the few games to reach Sega All-Star status.

Crazy Taxi a wild ride
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Two of Gaming Insurrection’s
staff were 18 and 19 when Crazy
Taxi first hit the scene in 1999. It
combined addictive fast gameplay and good music to make
something that still stands as one
of the best adventure racing
games ever made. Eight years
after I first bought it, I’m still
playing it, which means a lot.
Crazy Taxi first caught my eye
at the home of GI staffer Marcus
Barnes. I didn’t have a Dreamcast at the time, but the game
looked interesting so I decided
to try it. Playing for the first
time, I didn’t really understand
what the game was all about, but
I quickly caught on. I refined my
gameplay and even tried the sitdown and stand-up arcade versions. It was at home with my
own copy that I fell in love with
Sega’s fun masterpiece.
The first thing about Crazy
Taxi that comes to mind is the
gameplay. Something as simple

SEE MORE
To see more watch video
of this game, visit the
multimedia section of
gaminginsurrection.com.
as driving around a city picking
up fares and dropping them off
in a set time easily becomes addictive. Driving around both the
Arcade and Original cities are a
treat. After mastering the game I
sat down with a Gameshark and
made it so that I could just drive
around the city and explore certain areas that I couldn’t while
playing a normal game. The
attention paid to game mechanics is unbelievable. Crazy drifting, dashing and stopping are
integral parts of the game and
learning them isn’t hard. Mastering them, however, takes work.
The graphics, for their time,
weren’t bad. There is some serious draw-in but it’s not as if it
wasn’t already there since the

Gena is one of the four original cabbies.
Her car is considered mid grade in most
categories such as speed, pickup and
handling. Gena is the easiest to use.

game is almost a direct port of
the arcade version. Aside from a
few graphical glitches, the game
isn’t horrible looking. It could
just use some sprucing up to
have made it top notch. The music is OK as well. It’s decent
music and it fits the overall tone
of the game but it does get a
little repetitive. Really, you’ll
notice this only if you play it for
long periods of time. I have
played the game so much that I
recognize the cycle of songs
easily, and I find myself singing
along out of habit.
What Crazy Taxi manages to
do is pull everything together to
make the game work. It excels in
bang for your buck, sheer fun
and playability.
Everything else is just pedestrian when you consider that this
is just a game about driving
around and making as much
money as possible. If you focus
on making money and let everything else go, you too can score
more than $37,000 in one sitting.
I did.

Using the green marker makes it easier to find your drop off destination. In
expert mode, activated by putting in
a button code, it can be turned off.
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Duck amok
LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY Gaming Insurrection

Pugsley’s Scavenger Hunt for the Super
Nintendo is a take off of the earlierreleased SNES Addams Family game.

Pugsley’s SNES
title scavenges
good adventure
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

If you’re a fan of the Addams Family as I am, then
you’ll find Pugsley’s Scavenger Hunt on the SNES
to be a treat.
It’s based off the cartoon that followed the live
action movies of the early 1990s, but that doesn’t
stop it from being a great game. The general premise
is that Wednesday has set up a list of things for
Pugsley to find throughout the expansive Addams
mansion. It’s a collect-a-thon but the main focus is
on platforming instead of fetch quests. This is good
platforming despite a little awkwardness with the
controls.
The controls feel a little loose and Pugsley jumps
weird. That will account for some strange deaths in
the game, but it’s not game breaking. Because the
game is based off Ocean’s previous Addams Family
outing, it shares that looseness. If you can play The
Addams Family, you can play this one.
With it’s similarities to the previous game, it’s easy
to dismiss the game as a palette-swap. However,
since it takes its art style from the cartoon, it looks
great. It’s colorful, bright and, to the Addams clan,
downright nauseatingly good looking. I thought the
vibrancy of the graphics really made the game pop
in 16-bit.
Where the graphics shine, the audio outdoes it.
The music is one of the best soundtracks ever done.
It’s got everything from pop horns and keyboard
synths to a harpsicord jazzing up the sound. The
track for the Attic automatically stands out as one of
the premier sound entries.
If you’re in the market for good hop and bop,
check out Pugsley’s Scavenger Hunt. It’s not a bad
game and there isn’t much out there for the SNES
that sounds or looks better.

PHOTOS BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY Gaming Insurrection

Scrooge McDuck’s quest to become the richest duck in the world leads him
through five locations, including the Amazon Jungle. Hitting the tree stumps in the
level usually lead to diamonds for Scrooge to increase his wealth in the stage.

Scrooge’s hunt finds gem
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

“Life is like a hurricane here in
Duckburg.” That one simple
phrase sums up one of the greatest NES games of the 1980s:
Ducktales.
Ducktales ushered in a new era
of gaming for me as a young
gamer. The game’s overall plot
and mechanics fit exactly what I
thought a game about Disney’s
awesome Scrooge McDuck
should be about: treasure hunting
at any cost. My gaming habits
were in infancy at the time and I
came home from school every
day to watch “Ducktales.” This
tie in to that classic cartoon is a
great offshoot of the Mega Man
series.
Ducktales is set up much like
blue bomber’s early entries: Pick
a starting place to begin your
treasure hunt so that you can
outgain Flinthart Glomgold to
become the richest duck in the
world. Along the way you battle
Magica DeSpell and the Beagle
Boys as well as the treasure
guardians, and you must rescue
your nephews Huey, Duey and
Louie and Bubba Duck. This
basic premise makes for great
adventuring on Scrooge’s part as
he must use only his cane as a
pogo stick and golf swing.
The only drawback to the setup
is that you can’t choose two of

the stages immediately. They
require special items to either
beat them or get in them. This
makes backtracking necessary
but annoying.
One of the bright spots of the
game is the music. Ducktales has
one of the best 8-bit soundtracks
ever created, thanks to Metroid
composer Hip Tanaka. The music is crafted in such a way that it
doesn’t remind you of a Disney
game. It’s polished, upbeat and
creative in spots. The Moon
theme is one of the most memorable game themes ever created.
It has a pop funk feel to it that
sticks in your memory. The use
of the television cartoon theme is

also appreciated. It gives the
game an air of authenticity and is
recreated almost faithfully without the voice track.
The game design is interesting.
There’s a subtle hint of challenge
in how you approach certain
stages and bosses but they aren’t
unbeatable.
Damage scaling is a bit annoying when you’re fighting the
bosses because it’s easy to die
against them even with more life
containers found scattered
throughout the game.
If you’re looking for a good
romp through Duckburg, hunt
down Ducktales. It’s a gem in
the rough of NES games.
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FIFTH IN A SERIES

Video game music
ince this is the fifth and final installment of our video game music series, Gaming Insurrection
wanted to take time out for a few minutes and talk about how much gaming music has come to
mean to us.
Video game music isn’t just something you listen to whenever you crank up your favorite
games. It’s something that permeates every part of your life. Much like there are music aficionados
who buy every Bruce Springsteen album or concert tickets whenever he’s in town, there are fans of
gaming music that buy soundtracks when they are released and attend shows such as the Tokyo
Philharmonic playing game music or Play! or Videogames Live. Enjoy gaming music wherever you
can. Don’t let music snobs tell you otherwise.

By Lyndsey M. Mosley | Gaming Insurrection

RIDGE RACER TYPE 4
Right out of the gate, Ridge Racer Type 4 lets you know you’re in for
a ride. With its fast, hypnotic beats, it imparts the knowledge that you
are going fast and you will enjoy it. You are racing for something more
than just a title. You are racing in style and grace with a modern age.
This isn’t your daddy’s Pole Position.
What I love about the Type 4 soundtrack is its modernized spin. It’s
very clean and is not above lounge music with a quiet type of force.
This is the soundtrack you have in the car when you’re driving on the
highway on a clear day to pick up your friends. Or the soundtrack you
play when you’re driving at night on the highway that has lots of lights
in a metropolis. Those are literally the thoughts I have when I play this
soundtrack … in my car on the highway. It makes you drive a little
faster, and it has accounted for some of my speeding tickets.
Top 5 favorites
1. Motor Species
2. Lucid Rhythms
3. Move Me
4. Naked Glow
5. Urban Fragments

Photo courtesy of CD Universe

TEKKEN TAG TOURNAMENT
Namco went back to the studio on the home version of Tekken
Tag for the PlayStation 2, and it came out with a winner. Much
like the Type 4 soundtrack, Namco found a way to make music
that defines a game almost by itself.
The home and arcade versions of Tag resemble each other
greatly. If you’ve played either version long enough you can tell
the difference in the tracks. However, critically I prefer the home
version moreso. The home version’s audio stands out easily and
the tunes sound much more refined. Going back in the studio to
re-record tracks gave the soundtrack a big boost. The beats are
cleaner and flow a little better. Buy this soundtrack, download it,
do whatever you have to do to get it. It’s that good. And yeah, I
am really good at Tekken Bowl, enough that I hear that music
for a Strike often.

Photo by Lyndsey M. mosley

Please see Video, page 12

Top 6 favorites
1. Hwoarang
2. School
3. Staff Roll
4. Strike (Tekken Bowl)
5. Unknown
6. Character select
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TECH GEEKS — GEAR YOU CAN USE

T

his quarter’s Tech Geeks focuses on the car. There are some things drivers who are
into video games shouldn’t be without. If you’re a commuter like most of GI, then
you need peripherals to tide you over for the long haul and to make the drive and
ride easier. Our media creation picks also can help with long drives, too.
Monster FM transmitter

Monster makes good utilities for the car, and this piece of digital music
equipment is no exception. With the FM transmitter, sound and music is
enabled through the FM channels of your radio so that you don’t have
to have AV input. Sound is crisp and clear using either a line-in
port (not on the Sony MP3 Walkman) or through the earphone
jack. Hooking up the transmitter is easy because it can go
through either the cigarette lighter or an electrical outlet in the
car. It’s recommended to use a channel that is not used by
any stations to broadcast for optimal output. Monster’s gear
is a great option if you’re like GI and have a car
whose radio/CD player did not come with AV
PRICE
Sony 8GB digital walkman - $140 input.

at Best Buy
Monster FM Transmitter - $50
(Best Buy and GameStop)

Sony 8GB Digital Walkman
Sony has entered the modern age with a digital version of the ever-famous
Walkman. This isn’t your mother’s Walkman, however. This version can hold music, video and pictures. At 8 GB that’s a lot of music and quite a few videos that
can be hold. Gaming Insurrection uses it mostly for car rides because we listen
to a lot of video game music, which in terms of file length, aren’t long meaning
you can have quite a few songs stored.
For example, we have 220 Dance Dance Revolution songs in one folder, 60
other regular length songs in various folders and 11 videos, and we haven’t approached 3GB on the player. Getting songs on the player is easy with drag and
drop capabilities in Windows, and using it is actually easy. Hook up for the car is
easy when you have the FM transmitter.

MEDIAMEDIA-CONVERT.COM
Gaming Insurrection discovered Media Convert through a tech community on Live Journal. With it, we have converted several videos and documents, and sent countless files to our cell phone. Media Convert’s online
tool is a helpful utility that easily detects and goes between different formats. Examples of conversions include jpeg to bitmap, PDFs to Word
documents and MP3s to WAVs. The fact that it’s free and reliable makes it
tool well worth using.
Site: www.media-convert.com
Cos t: Fr e e

SONY VEGAS MOVIE STUDIO
STUDIO
Sony’s video editing program is one of the best on the market for amateur
and novice filmmakers. At a relatively low cost, good movie production can be
made. There are robust features that spice up the movie creation tools and it’s
easy to fix up your films. If you can use Windows Movie Maker, you can use
Vegas. It’s a bonus if you can use the music creation program, Acid Music Studio, too. There are a few limitations to the program such as lack of Xvid exporting, but the good features and ease of use of creation and rendering negate
the cons.
P r i ce : $ 9 0 – Be s t B u y
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Video game music
FROM PAGE 10

GUILTY GEAR X
Sammy outdid themselves with Guilty Gear X. I have never
been more impressed by a game’s music production than I
was with GGX. I would have never thought of ’80s rock for a
fighting game, but lo and behold, it worked with this classic
2D fighter. The music is one of the reasons to play the
game, you know, aside from the tight and fast gameplay and
gorgeous art. Music makes or breaks a game in my opinion,
and this game was made on the hard driving beats and
melodies.
Top 5 favorites
1. Blue Water Blue Sky
2. Babel Nose
3. Momentary Life
4. Fuuga
5. Feel a Fear

KAGERO: TECMO’S DECEPTION 2
Kagero is a weird game, but a great one that I discovered in April 2000 for PSOne. I fell with the oddity and
the morbidity of the game almost immediately. A game
that requires you set traps to kill people trying to enter
your castle? Awesome. With that awesome set up comes
an even more awesome soundtrack. Sweeping choral arrangements accompany your missions that sometimes
includes killing an entire family (the one mission I refused to kill everyone). The soundtrack has this strange
horror feel to it that makes it stick out among the death
and destruction your character wreaks. It’s chaotic yet
melodic and it works in the dungeons of the game. Although, as a joke, we at GI decided that the track Night
of the Hunter (Theme of Yokaru) belonged in an adult
film and not in a horror game. We’re just saying.

CAPCOM VS. SNK: MILLENNIUM FIGHT 2000
“Which groove do you like?” asks Capcom vs. SNK, affectionately
known as CvS. At GI we like all grooves offered by Capcom’s sidekick long-in-waiting brawler. Capcom and SNK (now Playmore) finally duked it out to see whose fighters were the best in 2000. I’m
not a fighting game expert by a long shot even though I play them
more than any other genre but I can tell you the game is excellent
in the presentation category. The music for this entry includes some
of the finest from both companies’ fighting entries and showcases
Capcom’s knowledge of beats. Although the soundtrack does not
include the retro themes that are present in the game, it’s still worth
buying. A notable inclusion is the voice collection: Instead of the
standard run-of-the-mill character voices, the secret match introductions are used. See if you can identify them all.
Top 9 favorites
1. Opening/Future Legend
2. Ending 1
3. Name Entry
4. Player 1/Player 2 select
5. Staff Roll
6. Stage of Geese/Vigor Force
7. Stage of Nakoruru/Silent Hill (hidden track)
8. Stage of Ryu/Fist Explosion
9. Stage of Vega/Sign (M. Bison’s stage in American version)

Top 7 favorites
1. To Hell/Name Her
2. The Seal Which is Undone
3. Theme of the King
4. Visitor
5. Flash of Impulse
6. Seal of Blood
7. Time of Judgment
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April 2009
Sun

5

Mon

6

Tue

7
•

12

13

14

19

20

21
•
•
•
•

27

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4
Gaming Insurrection
Second Quarter 2009
launches!

8

9

10

11

15

16

17

18

22

23

24

25

29

30

Chronicles of Riddick:
Assault on Dark Athena
(XBox 360, PS3)
The Godfather II (XBox
360, PS3)

•

26

Wed

28

X-Men Origins:
Wolverine (ALL)
Garfield Gets Real (Wii)
Excitebots: Trick Racing
Racing (Wii)
Battlestations: Pacific
(XBox 360)
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May 2009
Sun

3

Mon

4

Tue

5
•

11

12

17

18

19
•
•
•

25

31

Sat

1

2

7

8

9

13

14

15

16

20

21

22
•

23
Terminator Salvation:
The Videogame (ALL)

EA Sports (Wii)

(XBox 360, PS3)
• Call of Juarez: Bound in
Blood (XBox 360, PS3)
• Virtua Tennis 2009 (ALL)

•

Fri

6

Indiana Jones and the
Staff of Kings (Wii)
Punch-Out!! (Wii)

26 Batman: Arkham Asylum

•

Thu

Donkey Kong: Jungle
Beat Music (Wii)

10

24

Wed

Bionic Commando (XBox
360, PS3)
Guitar Hero: Metallica
(Wii)

27

28

29

30
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June 2009
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
•

17

18

19

20

24

25

26

27

•

21

22

23 Prototype (XBox 360, PS3)

•

Champions Online
MMORPG (XBox 360, PS3)

•

Red Faction: Guerrilla (XBox
360, PS3)

•

Overlord II: Dark Legend
(XBox 360, PS3)

•

Darksiders: Wrath of War
(XBox 360, PS3)

•

Ice Age 3: Dawn of the
Dinosaurs (ALL)

•

Phantom Brave: We Meet
Again RPG (Wii)
Go Play Circus Star
Entertainment (Wii)

•
28

29

Transformers: Revenge of
the Fallen (ALL)
Ghostbusters The Video
Game (ALL)

30
•

Alpha Protocol RPG
(XBox 360, PS3)

